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DESCRIPTION
Trojan Laguna 1350 mm x 1350mm 6 Jet
Corner Whirlpool Bath
Trojan Laguna 6 Jet Whirlpool Corner Whirlpool Bath
A 1350 x 1350 spacious corner bath fitted with a 6 jet
chrome whirlpool system to give it a touch of luxury.
Bath and Specification
Corner Design with Centre Tap Mount
6 Jet Whirlpool System with 0.75HP Self Draining Pump
Chrome Jets
Chrome On/Off Whirlpool
Chrome Air +/- Variable Air Speed Control
Supplied without tap holes
Optional Side Panel Available
Upgrade to SuperCast
What is SuperCast? SuperCast is a substantial coating fitted
to the entire underside of your acrylic bath, which provides a
cast iron effect with all the benefits of modern warm acrylic.
This reinforcement process is designed to increase strength
and rigidity which makes your acrylic bath more hard
wearing.
Key Features
Intensive reinforced finish
Strong hard wearing bath with great insulation keeping
the water hotter for longer
To upgrade to SuperCast select from the options box
below
Upgrades
If you would like to add a luxurious 10 jet spa system to this
bath you can do so by selecting it from the options box
below.
An Air spa system consists of Air Jets fitted on the floor of
the bath, controlled with a separate on/off button.
This provides an interesting addition to the traditional side
jets. An Air spa can be a luxury accompaniment to your
whirlpool bath enhancing your hydrotherapy experience.
Any of our lighting systems can be fitted to this bath, simply
add your lighting system to your shopping basket at the
checkout and the light will be fitted to your bath before
delivery.
(2 to 3 Week delivery on this item)
Warranty

20 Year Shell Warranty
2 Year Pump Warranty
10 Year Pipe Work Warranty
In the unlikely event of a fault with your bath we have a
nationwide team of engineers available.

